Sing a Song, Dance a Dance!
New material for THE PAPER BAG PLAYERS: Sing a Song, Dance a Dance!
was created by Kevin Richard Woodall and John Stone,
with classic sketches drawing from material created by founding Artistic Director Judith Martin
Performed by Kyle Becker, Jada Bennett, Rebecca Rand and Kevin Richard Woodall
Music by John Stone and Donald Ashwander
Scenic Artist: Jonathan Peck
Directed by Kevin Richard Woodall

2021-22 Study Guide
Dear Teachers and Parents,
The Paper Bag Players are so thrilled that we are once
again able to perform for our beloved audiences in
person! Some of the values we aim to communicate and
inspire in our shows are those of adaptability and
resilience. Last season, when circumstances made it
impossible to perform in the same space, we created our
on-demand video “virtual field trip,” Out and About and
Together Again, streamed in classrooms and homes
throughout the city, country, and even more far-flung
places like Europe and South Africa! For our 63rd and
present season, we knew that for the most part, we would
not have the luxury of our customary theaters to rely
upon. In the interim, we have thus adapted our show with
scaled down sets, allowing the flexibility to perform in
unconventional spaces within schools, whether that be the
auditorium or even a ventilated cafeteria with children
spaced apart. Despite such changes, the spirit of our
theater remains the same: we use simple materials such as paper and cardboard to create magical, musical theater
that children can emulate, and we make it our mission to reach as many children as possible.
This study guide has been designed to expand your children’s experience of the show. We encourage you to use this
guide to prepare your students before they view the show as well as to discuss topics, themes and ideas afterward so
that their appreciation will be all the more memorable and significant.
We hope you’ll have as much fun watching and participating in our new show, Sing a Song, Dance a Dance! as we
had putting it together! In “Slopposites Attract,” Bob the Slob now has a new friend in Vanessa No-Messa who is as
perfectly neat as he is gloriously messy. “The Lonely Little Island” is a tuneful tale about an island at sea who is
overjoyed at the arrival of a cheerful boat. “Seasoning” is an evocative journey through the four seasons told through
music, dance, and colorful costumes. Classic sketches include “Pop-Pop-Popcorn” in which madcap drill sergeant
Colonel Kernel leads his troops and the entire audience through the popping dance to become jumbo-sized popcorn.
These stories and many more will have you up on your feet and ready to SING A SONG, DANCE A DANCE!
We’d like to take this opportunity to thank you and the children for your remarkable resilience, and for inviting us
into your spaces so that we can all laugh, sing, dance and play again, together!

A Message to Share with Your Children

Your presence is a very important ingredient of this show. In fact, without an audience, there is no show! You
are part of the show whether you are silently listening, laughing or clapping. Sometimes, you will be called
upon to help the performers, shouting advice, getting out of your seats to dance, and singing along with them.
We can’t wait for you to see our show – and to be part of it, too! Finally, we love to hear from you: If you have
time to draw us a picture about your favorite moment, or a letter telling us what made you laugh or think about
something in a new way, we will certainly appreciate it. Your artworks and letters are always treasured!
BRUSHWELLINGTON
In the fanciful Kingdom of Brushwellington, King Flossalot discovers a cute, baby dragon that he names TwoTeeth. The dragon loves to hear its favorite song. We teach you the song during our show, but you can get a
head start beforehand with the words and tune:

Discussion (post show)

 Memory game:
* What color is Two-Teeth (Answer: purple; “pink” is also acceptable)
* Where was Two-Teeth hiding during Hide and Seek? (Answer: behind the throne)
* What part of the castle lowers to the ground? (Answer: the drawbridge)
* How many years have passed when the king is now an old man? (Answer: 40 years)
* What does the king place on Two-Teeth’s head when he is grown? (Answer: the crown)
* What appears above the castle to show the celebration? (Answer: fireworks)

Art Activity

 Brushwellington’s castle is made up of toothpaste
tubes, toothbrushes and toothpaste: it’s very silly! With
some paper and colorful markers, draw a Cupcake
Castle. How about a castle that looks like trees and
flowers, or cats and dogs? How might you draw the
Castle of Books? Now, make up your own crazy castle
from anything in your imagination!

THE LONELY LITTLE ISLAND
In this scene, an island sings a sad song about being all by herself, alone in the wide ocean. But then, a tugboat
comes along and makes friends with her: they decide to ride the waves together!
Discussion

 Everybody is sometimes a little lonely, just like the
island. What are some situations when you’ve felt alone or
lonely? One common time is in the start of a new school
year, or if you’re in a new place and haven’t made friends
yet. Has there ever been someone new to your class or
school? What can you do to make that person feel better?
If you were in their shoes, what would you wish for?

Movement/Playacting Activity

 Everyone in the class splits up into pairs of two: a lonely island and a tugboat. Each pair takes turns silently
acting out a short play: the island is alone, with a sad face, looking and waiting. Suddenly, the boat appears!
They become friends, dance in a circle and ride off together, waving as they leave. Now the pair switches
places: the island plays the boat, and the boat plays the island. Have fun with your own dances: one in the pair
can come up with the dance and teach it to the other.
POP-POP-POPCORN!
Language Activity: Homophones are words that sound the same but have different
spellings and meaning. The leader of our popcorn crew is called Colonel Kernel. A
colonel is a military leader; a kernel is a popcorn seed.
As a class:
 Define these homophones: knows/nose, tale/tail, son/sun, write/right, eight/ate
 Brainstorm more homophones and write a sentence that uses the pair.
Math Activity: Imagine that for squirrels, a small bag of popcorn = 5 pieces of
popcorn, a large = 10, and a jumbo bag = 20 pieces of popcorn.
 Problem A) A big family of squirrels orders 2 small bags, 2 large bags, and 1 jumbo. How many total pieces
of popcorn do they have?
 Problem B) Uh oh: a raccoon stole 10 pieces of popcorn from the squirrels! Now how many pieces are left?
 Problem C) The raccoons and squirrels are getting along and want to throw a party: they need 100 pieces of
popcorn. How many small bags would they need to make 100? How many large bags? And how many jumbos?
(Answer key: A = 50, B = 40, C = 20, 10, and 5)

SLOPPOSITES ATTRACT
Language and Science Facts The title of this piece is an example of
word play: When you mush Sloppy (which means messy) and the similar
sounding Opposite together, and you get the made-up word Slopposite.
 When we say of people that “opposites attract,” it means that people
who are very different can get along. Maybe that’s why Bob the Slob
(who is very sloppy or messy) and Vanessa Nomessa (who always likes
to keep clean) fall in love! But where does the expression “opposites
attract” come from? Have you ever played with two magnets? Each
magnet has a north and south pole! When you place the north pole of one
magnet near the south pole of another magnet, they are attracted to one another: they stick together! When you
place the same poles of two magnets near each other (north to north or south to south), they repel each other.
CRAZY FACE
Art Activity

 Draw a picture of a very funny face.
 Draw and then carefully cut out the features of a face (two eyes,
two ears, a nose and mouth). On another piece of paper, draw the
outline of a face with hair. Now place the features in strange and
unexpected areas around the face. Keep trying until you find the
funniest, silliest arrangement.
 Put down the art supplies and make your own crazy face!

Crazy Face (2016 cast)

SEASONINGS
 Memory game:
Can you remember all the different ways we represented the seasons in
the end of our show? On a piece of paper, write the four seasons in this
order: summer, fall, winter, spring. Next to each season, list as many
things as you can recall.
(Hints – Summer: a large sun, water, dolphin, beachballs, ice cream.
Fall: A green tree, leaves changing to fall colors, the wind blowing the
branches bare. Winter: Snow, heavy coat, hibernating bear, snowman. Spring: A joyful dance, flowers)
Activities

- What did we leave out? List your own things that also represent each season.
- What’s your favorite season and why? Write a short story or draw a picture (from real life or make believe)
about your favorite season.
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